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Filipinos, in general, are not represented enough in Hollywood. On TV, there have only been a handful of characters that
were obviously of Filipino heritage and many only started appearing in the last few years.

Capiz Items Capiz is both a geographical location and the name of a shell that is used largely in interior
decorating and for decorative gifts and accessories found in the Philippines. Geographically speaking, Capiz is
a province of the Philippines facing the Sibuyan Sea to the north. Capiz shell, which is used for decorative
purposes, is the outer shell of the marine mollusk, Placuna placenta, found in the shallow coastal waters of the
Philippines. Capiz shells are often flat, semi-transparent with a pearlescent appearance. It is often used to
create lampshades or other luminescent objects, such as candle holders, because of its striking appearance
when light shines through. However, it is just as common to see the bases of lamps crafted with capiz shell.
Capiz is also frequently used as an accent to many household and fashion accessories and is generally
considered to be elegant and formal. The decorative purposes of capiz are virtually limitless, and the look it
gives depends largely on the quantity used and the accompanying materials, with silver or gold being the most
formal and wood being a more casual material combined with capiz. The price range of the Capiz shell
products is from Php The shop is open from 10AM to 9PM daily. Where to find it: Stall Building 11, Ortigas
Ave. Offline reading and travel directions: You can carry this article in your mobile device to read offline and
create a self-guided walk to visit the venues featured herein with the GPSmyCity App available on iTunes
App Store or Google Play Store. Caviar Dish What better place to put caviar than in a exotic sea shell? And,
this exotic sea shell is the mother of pearl sea shell or also called nacre. It is a s an iridescent layer of material
which forms the shell lining of many mollusks. Pearl oysters and abalone are both sources of mother of pearl,
which is widely used as an inlay in jewelry, furniture, and musical instruments. Mother of pearl comes in
several natural colors, and is often bleached and dyed for decorative use. The dye retains the shimmering
layers which make mother of pearl so sought after. Any other type of tableware would alter the taste of caviar
and distract from its natural flavor. The price range of the caviar dishes is from Php Custaroons What do you
get when you combine the classic French macaroon and a creamy leche flan? A custaroon is a deliciously
unique combination of smooth and creamy flan topped with a chewy, buttery crust. These bite-sized goodies
were created by Gigi Gaerlan, a Filipina mom who has a passion for baking. According to Gigi, her custaroons
where a product of serendipity. She was trying to bake something else and made a mistake in process and the
custaroons was born. Each and every finger-licking, lip-smacking, reach-for-another goodness custaroon that
comes out of the kitchen is freshly-baked. So what do you expect for each custaroon? Expect a unique, great
tasting dessert that could be eaten alone or with a beverage of their choice - they go very well with coffee and
tea. Travelers should expect a Filipino tasting dessert that also appeals to the international market. You can
purchase these yummy treats at the Custaroonery parking lot of the St. Pio Chapel Compound, E. The price of
custaroons ranges from Php You can also visit their website at www. Custaroonery parking lot of the St. Pio
Chapel Compound Address: Bagumbayan, Quezon City Website: Philippine Pearls It is said that the pearl is
the queen of gems and the gem of queens. We all know that the pearl is the oldest valued gem, but unlike other
gems, it is derived from living organisms, such as mollusks - the oyster. This hard and ideally round and
smooth object is naturally produced and is cultivated or harvested. Pearls come in varied colors. In the
Philippines you can take fancy in the various colored pearls, such as cream-roses, cream-whites, and assorted
yellows and golds. There are cultured pearls and natural pearls. Just a bit of trivia when buying pearls. To
know if the pearls that you are buying are real, attempt to scratch or bite the pearl. If the pearl leaves a mark,
has a sandy feel and the mark disappears after wiping it, then the pearl is real. The most comprehensive
location to purchase cultured or natural pearls is the Greenhills Shopping Center in San Juan City. The price
range of pearls is from Php Shell-Made Napkin Ring Set We all know that setting a table to establish a mood
and set a festive tone is one of the first lessons of successful entertaining. Everything on the table, from the
plates to the centerpiece to the table linens and napkin rings, can support your theme. A beach theme using
treasures from the sea is creative and personal, and crafting napkin rings from collected shells is a sure bet for
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creating that seashore feel. In addition, shell-made napkin ring sets are very impressive and expensive looking
pieces for table settings. Often found in classy restaurants, these handicrafts are now accessible to those
foreign travelers who are looking into impressing their guests at home. These rings sets come in various
varieties of seashells. Each shell is carefully polished to create that glossy shine. You can purchase these shell
crafts napkin ring sets at Kultura Filipino. Kultura Filipino is the largest Filipino retail chain that offers
authentic Philippine crafts. The price of these shell-made napkin ring sets is Php C-5 , Tiendesitas, Pasig City
6. Bamboo Baul We all know that bamboos are actually the largest members of the grass family. It is also
known as the quickest growing plant in the world. The Philippines exposure to bamboo products comes from
its trade relations with China which extends back to the s. Filipinos began using bamboo as an alternative
construction material. The word baul is a Spanish word referring to a chest or trunk. The Philippines has been
a colony of Spain since the s, hence the similarity in the language. The Bamboo Baul is actually a decorative
chest, a local version of a treasure chest made out of bamboo shoots. Bamboo bauls come in various sizes. The
price of the smallest bamboo baul is Php Abaca Basket Abaca is a species of banana which is grown as a
commercial crop in the Philippines. Once its fibre is harvested, it is called Manila hemp. The fibers are usually
used for making twines and ropes. Abaca ropes are very durable, flexible and resistant to salt water damage.
Reflecting history and tradition, the abaca basket takes a craft indigenous to the tribes in the Philippines and
gives it a clean, sophisticated shape. Abaca baskets come in several forms and sizes. One practical application
of this reliable weave is traditional container to be taken along whenever you go to public markets. The price
range of the Abaca baskets is from Php Kamagong Salad Server Most times we look for ways to have our
dinner look nice in presentation. This can be achieved with a beautiful salad bowl and server. The server
makes it easier to serve your family and dinner guests their salad and it looks nicer than a regular spoon or
fork. There are many different types of salad servers that you can purchase. One of them is wood. Wooden
salad servers look beautiful with a nice wooden bowl to present your salad in. When our presentation on salads
may be lacking, adding a nice wooden bowl and server can turn it into a more eye-pleasing presentation. In the
Philippines, Kamagong timber is extremely dense and very famous for its dark colors. A true Filipino
ingenuity is harvesting the Kamagong tree and converting its branches into kitchen utensils, such as salad
servers. Anyone who has ever owned wood salad servers can tell you, there is just something better and tastier
about mixing and serving salads with it. Whether it is the slight absorption of the oils in the dressing or the
gentle way the bowl treats the salad leaves, there is a distinctly wonderful flavor to salads mixed in a wooden
salad bowl with wooden servers. The price range of the Kamagong salad servers is from Php Salakot Ashtray
A salakot is a traditional wide-brimmed hat worn in the Philippines. It is usually made of either rattan or reeds,
and is one of the most popular kinds of headwear with the Filipinos, other than the iconic conical Asian hat.
Some Filipino artist were inspired to create decorative pieces from it, e. An ashtray is a decorative solution to
keep it clean in the household. Another reason is, traditionally, that Filipino men love to smoke as many of the
indigenous tribes of the Philippine northern provinces produce tobacco as a means of trade. In fact, all these
wooden ashtrays are made and handcrafted by the indigenous tribes from the Cordillera Region â€” the
Igorots, specifically from the City of Baguio. Wooden ashtrays are not always depicted in traditional Filipino
hats. There are many kinds of wooden ashtrays. For example, the quadruple head ashtray, the cobra ashtray,
the human head ashtray, the coffee mug ashtray and the most humorous of them all - the Phallic ashtray. This
ashtray is the most unique of them all.
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No Filipinos were hurt in the magnitude earthquake that hit northern Hokkaido on Friday morning. This was confirmed by
Ambassador to Japan Jose Laurel V even as the Philippine Embassy continues to monitor the situation of the 1,
Filipinos in the island which was also jolted by an earthquake on September 6.

Precolonial history[ edit ] The Laguna Copperplate Inscription is the oldest historical record in the Philippines.
It has the first historical reference to Tondo and dates back to Saka c. Rajah Sulayman The earliest evidence of
human life around present-day Manila is the nearby Angono Petroglyphs , dated to around BC. Negritos , the
aboriginal inhabitants of the Philippines, lived across the island of Luzon , where Manila is located, before the
Malayo-Polynesians migrated in and assimilated them. The Tondo district was the traditional capital of the
empire, and its rulers were sovereign kings, not mere chieftains. The rajahnate was ruled under and gave
yearly tribute to the Sultanate of Brunei as a satellite state. He established a trading challenge to the already
rich House of Lakan Dula in Tondo. Islam was further strengthened by the arrival of Muslim traders from the
Middle East and Southeast Asia. The victorious Spaniards made Manila, the capital of the Spanish East Indies
and of the Philippines, which their empire would control for the next three centuries. In , Manila was
temporarily besieged by the Chinese pirate Lim Hong , who was ultimately thwarted by the local inhabitants.
Silver that was mined in Mexico and Peru was exchanged for Chinese silk , Indian gems and the spices of
Southeast Asia. An unknown number of Indian soldiers known as sepoys , who came with the British, deserted
and settled in nearby Cainta, Rizal , which explains the uniquely Indian features of generations of Cainta
residents. The First Philippine Republic , based in nearby Bulacan , fought against the Americans for control
of the city. Upon drafting a new charter for Manila in June , the Americans made official what had long been
tacit: The new charter proclaimed that Manila was composed of eleven municipal districts: Later, two more
would be added: Balut and San Andres. The planned buildings included a government center occupying all of
Wallace Field, which extends from Rizal Park to the present Taft Avenue. The Philippine Capitol was to rise
at the Taft Avenue end of the field, facing toward the sea. Japanese occupation and World War II[ edit ] The
destruction brought about by the Battle of Manila in During the Japanese occupation of the Philippines ,
American soldiers were ordered to withdraw from Manila, and all military installations were removed on
December 24, General Douglas MacArthur declared Manila an open city to prevent further death and
destruction, but Japanese warplanes continued to bomb it. Manila was occupied by Japanese forces on January
2, Some , civilians were killed in February. It was the second most devastated city in the world, after Warsaw
, during the Second World War. Almost all of the structures in the city, particularly in Intramuros, were
destroyed. Rizal Avenue in the s before the construction of LRT Line 1 In , President Elpidio Quirino moved
the seat of government of the Philippines to Quezon City , a new capital in the suburbs and fields northeast of
Manila, created in during the administration of President Manuel L. With the Visayan-born Arsenio Lacson as
its first elected mayor in all mayors were appointed before this , Manila underwent The Golden Age, [57] once
again earning its status as the "Pearl of the Orient", a moniker it earned before the Second World War. Mayors
Lacson, Villegas, and Bagatsing are collectively known as the "Big Three of Manila" for their contribution to
the development of the city and their lasting legacy in improving the quality of life and welfare of the people
of Manila. During the administration of Ferdinand Marcos , the region of Metro Manila was created as an
integrated unit with the enactment of Presidential Decree No. The area encompassed four cities and thirteen
adjoining towns , as a separate regional unit of government. She started the rejuvenation of the city as she
re-branded Manila as the " City of Man ". After decades of resistance, the non-violent People Power
Revolution predecessor to the peaceful-revolutions that toppled the iron-curtain in Europe , ousted the
authoritarian Marcos from power. During his early years, his administration was faced with million pesos
worth of debt and inherited an empty treasury. Lopez closed down numerous illegal gambling joints and
jueteng. In January , Lopez padlocked two Manila casinos operated by the Philippine Amusement and Gaming
Corporation PAGCOR , saying the billions it gained cannot make up for the negative effects gambling inflicts
upon the people, particularly the youth. In , Alfredo Lim was elected mayor, the first Chinese-Filipino to hold
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the office. He was known for his anti-crime crusades. Lim was succeeded by Lito Atienza , who served as his
vice mayor. The relationship of both parties turned bitter, with the two pitting again during the city elections in
which Lim won against Atienza. Lim was sued by councilor Dennis Alcoreza on over human rights , [63]
charged with graft over the rehabilitation of public schools, [64] and was heavily criticized for his haphazard
resolution of the Rizal Park hostage taking incident , one of the deadliest hostage crisis in the Philippines. In ,
the city became the most competitive city in the Philippines, making the city the best place for doing business
and for living in. However, despite these achievements, Estrada only narrowly won over Lim in their electoral
rematch in Out of the three cities reviewed by the Supreme Court, namely: The committee has not yet decided
on the federal capital and states that they are open to other proposals.
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If you're with your crush or on a Sunday family date, choosing any from the best Filipino restaurants in Manila is a
foolproof choice. The hint of nostalgia in the air will surely pull out new and old memories.

Luckily there are more than enough options to get laid in the capital and I have described them all in the
nightlife guide. Just like in every other major city in the Philippines, there are three different types of girly
bars in Manila: In this top list you will find four bikini bars and one sports bar, and they are all located in the
four different red light districts of Manila. You can find the exact locations of all mentioned bars at the end of
the guide. Bottoms P Burgos Street This is without doubt the most famous girly bar in all of Manila and there
are three reasons for it: Firstly, it has a prime location right in the center of P Burgos Street which is the
number one nightlife area for tourists. And thirdly, they simply have the hottest girls. Bottoms has two stages,
one smaller one for girls and a bigger one for girls dancing. They are surrounded by a good mix of bar stools
with tables as well as comfortable couches â€” especially the ones in the back are great to get a full overview
of the whole bar, and they are extremely comfortable, too. As soon as you walk into that place you will be
accompanied by about half a dozen of excited and giggling girls who make the impression as that they awaited
your arrival for weeks. Entertainment at its best at High Heels but of course the girls do know very well how
to suck the money out of the tourists. They will ask you to buy lady drinks for the whole group but of course
you can decline so they will leave or just buy a drink for one of them and then the others will likely continue
to work on you while hoping for a tip. What she meant by that is going into one of the short time rooms , but
of course it all has its price â€” room rental, bar fine, price for sex, price for drinks. You can go there at any
night of the week and will find easily more than ! And all that without paying overpriced lady drinks and bar
fines. Not sure what happens if you exceed the 28 minutes. You can already feel that by just looking at the bar
from outside see picture: There are a couple of great pool tables, a small stage where girls dance every once in
a while, a big bar that makes a good spot to meet other travelers and expats and many neat seating niches on
the sides of the bar â€” all amid the jungle-like setup with artificial trees, plants and wood all around, hence
the name Amazonia Bar. It has one big stage with up to 20 girls dancing at a time. But you never know, it is
possible that you will find a cutie right at 6pm and then it can be a really good deal. They also have a few VIP
rooms upstairs with views down to the stage which are popular mostly among Korean and Japanese
customers. Just talk with the Mamasan which girl you like or one of the waitresses or simply call the girl over
yourself , they are all very polite here and might also offer you a discount for 2 girls if you are looking to try
out a threesome. Pit Stop across opposite is the second best bar in EDSA after Cotton Club so you can check
that one out in case the hottest girls have already been taken when you arrive.
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Manila Shopping: 20 Filipino Goods To Bring Home An archipelago of 7,+ islands, The Philippines is a diverse nation
populated by different tribes, each having their own culture and traditions. In Manila, one can find a whole lot of things
worth keeping as a Filipino memento; it just might take one a little while to figure out what's best and.

To a lesser extent, Filipino communities are also present in Nassau , Suffolk , and Rockland counties. This
section needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. This area attracts many local Filipinos
and non-Filipinos alike and from neighboring places of Long Island , Connecticut , Pennsylvania , and New
Jersey. Other Filipino-owned businesses including professional services medical, dental, optical , driving
schools, beauty salons, immigration services, and video rental places providing the latest movies from the
Philippines dot the community. It is known just as the Philippine Center instead of the consulate. The building
itself is considered as the largest foreign consulate on the strip of the avenue. It is also said to be one of the
largest parades of any kind in the city and the largest Philippine celebration in the United States. Madison
Avenue bursts on this day with Filipino culture, colors and people and is attended by many important political
figures, entertainers, civic groups, etc. The burgeoning Little Manila centered on 1st Avenue and 14th Street,
around which there were, at the peak, a number of grocer and video rental stores and Filipino restaurants
within a few blocks of one another. Filipino American community relations were strengthened by local Roman
Catholic churches in the East Village and Gramercy area. New Filipino business continue to sprout up.
Officially designated as the "Church of Filipinos," or the Chapel of San Lorenzo Ruiz is the second in the
United States and only the third in the world dedicated as such. This number may have been closing in to the ,
level, in , due to a high birth rate among Filipino Americans and 8, Filipino immigrants annually. The
Meadowlands Exposition Center in Secaucus hosts the annual Philippine Fiesta , a cultural event that draws
Filipinos and non-Filipinos alike from across the New York metropolitan area. The event takes place on the
weekend of the second week of August. The largest Filipino-owned grocery store on the east coast Phil-Am
Food has been there since An array of Filipino-owned businesses can also be found at the section of West
Side where many of its residents are of Filipino descent. A memorial, dedicated to the Filipino American
veterans of the Vietnam War, was built in a small square on Manila Avenue. A park and statue dedicated to
Jose P. Rizal , the national hero of the Philippines, exists in downtown Jersey City. The City Hall of Jersey
City raises the Philippine flag in correlation to this event and as a tribute to the contributions of the Filipino
community. The Santacruzan Procession along Manila Avenue has taken place since Red Ribbon , a popular
bakeshop in the Philippines, will open its second branch in Bergenfield, after Jersey City. Oregon[ edit ]
Portland and Beaverton[ edit ] Portland is considered as a focal point of Filipino businesses. There are Filipino
restaurants and stores in Portland and Beaverton. One Filipino restaurant is called "Tambayan Restaurant and
Mart". Its geographic confines contain as many as , Filipinos census [61] and receives a yearly 4, new Filipino
immigrants. It is celebrating the Filipino Centennial, which commemorates years of Filipino immigration and
contributions to the state. Many of them are immigrants of the Philippines, and the streets of Waipahu have
many small Filipino-owned businesses. The article also references the following cities as having a surge of
new Filipino immigration:
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Islas Pinas is a Filipino food village and heritage park located near the Manila airport exactly at G/F DoubleDragon Plaza
DD Meridian Park Pasay City, Philippines. It is an indoor Filipino Food.

I believed that in any competition, someone has to lose so that one can win. I believed in winning since my
early exposures in competitions and quiz bees way back in the 90s. When we compete, the goal is always to
win. The winners always take it allâ€”the trophy, the medals, the honor. You can try again next time. So we
would join the competition again. This time, we believed we are better and therefore would have a greater
chance of winning. Regardless of the result, people would always have something to say whether we win or
lose. All our lives, we are made to believe in winning. That, should we want to really be happy, we have to
win. Winning is sometimes enough. Losing means you are weak, unprepared, disorganised. You are less when
you lose, they say. So every now wants to win. Whatever happens, the goal is to win. Yes, sometimes
whatever it takes. Today, allow me to say what I discovered. But we can only learn. When we were still in
pre-school, we were told to pass to enter the primary school. And then we were told to go through another six
years so we can go to high school. And then we were told to study for another four years or more so we can
either get a job or start our own business. In all those years, have we won? We won in different levels. We got
our diplomas and marched during the graduation rites. But have you also noticed that this is a never-ending
game? That whatever you do, how much you believe you are winning, you are always on to another game?
That however good and worthy you have become, you will end up starting a brand new level again. That every
now and then, something new is about to begin and that this life is a never-ending game? It may appear that
we are winning but in truth, we are not. We are just learning. And even losers get the same chance to learn.
That explains why some losers now become winners of tomorrow and some winners now become losers in the
future. Whatever we do, we will have to take another game and that will happen until our last day. But every
day in every game, big or small, we have the opportunity to learn. You just have to learn. Share this post http:
He has authored ten inspirational best-selling books and has spoken to more than half a million people across
Asia. Umbrella is a personal development company in Manila, Philippines that provides motivational keynote
speakers on sales conventions and other corporate events in Asia. It also offers corporate training, business
consultancy, and organizational development programs.
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The Filipinos in Manila Philippines: Hardships in Life, the Philippine Society. Film about Poverty Poor Filipinos: Travel to
the Real Philippines and Meet Emman, the Junk Collector.

Chapter 7 : Korea: No transit visa for Filipinos - Travel Blog | Whystopover
Whether it's a Sunday lunch with the family or a dinner with balikbayan relatives, going to a Filipino restaurant to eat and
talk for hours on end is usually the default, no-brainer choice. With the restaurant industry thriving in Manila, the
challenge is figuring out just where to go!
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